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MODELS IN PHYSICS *
MrY B. HESSE
I. The Hypothetico-DeductiveMethod
THE logical form of the theories of mathematical physics has been
described in a previous article 'Operational Definition and Analogy

in Physical Theories' 1 where, following N. R. Campbell, F. P.
Ramsey and other writers, I have maintained that scientific theories

are not constructed solely out of sense-data or out of operational
definitions,but are' hypothetico-deductive'2 in form; that is, they
consistof hypotheseswhich may not in themselveshave any reference
to immediate observations,but from which deductionscan be drawn
which correspondto the results of experimentswhen suitably translated into the experimentallanguage. The main point that emerges
from such a descriptionof theoriesis that there can be no set of rules
given for the procedure of scientific discovery-a hypothesis is not
produced by a deductive machine by feeding experimentalobserva-

tionsinto it : it is a productof creativeimagination,of a mindwhich

absorbs the experimental data until it sees them fall into a pattern,

giving the scientific theorist the sense that he is penetratingbeneath
the flux of phenomenato the real structureof nature. In the present
article I shall examine this hypothetico-deductivemethod further by
considering some examples from nineteenth-century mathematical
physics-examples which have the advantage for the logician of
being comparativelyelementaryas regardsthe science and the mathematics,but which demonstratethe typical method of modern science.
By means of these examples I hope to bring out two points about
scientific hypotheses, the significance of which seems to have been
generally overlooked. I shall first state these two points and discuss
them in a preliminaryway, and then go on to bring evidence in their
supportfrom the examples.
I. Mathematical
formalisms,when usedas hypothesesin the description
of physicalphenomena,may function like the mechanicalmodelsof an
* Received 20. viii.
52
1 ThisJournal,I952, 2, 281
2 See K. R. Popper, LogikderForschung,
Vienna, 1935 andJ. o. Wisdom, Foundationsof Inferencein NaturalScience,London, 1952, pp. 25 ff.
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earlierstage in physics, withouthaving in themselvesany mechanicalor
otherphysicalinterpretation.What this means can be explained
briefly as follows.
If a hypothesis is to be a satisfactorycorrelation of a group of
experimental data, it must be possible to deduce the data from the
hypothesis when the symbols in the latter are suitably interpreted.
If the hypothesis is to be a useful instrument of further research,
however, this is not the only requirementthat it must satisfy. In
additionit is necessarythatthe hypothesisitselfshouldbe capableof

being thought about, modifiedand generalised,without necessary
referenceto the experiments,so that it can be used to predict future
experience,or to bring hitherto isolated experimentalresultsinto the
field of application of the hypothesis. This second condition is
fulfilled in the case of the mechanicalhypothesestypical of nineteenthcentury physics, because they are expressedin terms of mechanical
models whose behaviouris known apartfrom the experimentalfacts
to be explained. The billiard ball model of gas molecules, for
instance, consists of a collection of balls moving at random and
colliding with each other and with the walls of the vessel, and the
behaviour of such a system is already known and expressed in a
mathematicaltheory, independentlyof the experimentalresultsabout
gases with which it is compared. This means that further ramifications of the theory of colliding billiard balls can be used to extend
the theory of gases, and questions can be asked such as 'Are gas
molecules like rigid balls or like elastic ones ? ', 'What is their
approximatediameter? ', and so on. Progress is made by devising
experiments to answer questions suggested by the model.x Similar
considerations apply to models from electrical theory. Certain
atomic hypotheses, for example, are expressedin terms of a model
consisting of charged particles moving under their mutual electrostatic attractions,and the theory of such particlesis known independently of the atomic phenomena it is used to explain. Now in a
great deal of modern physics on the other hand,we are told that we
must not ask for picturablemechanical or electrical models such as
these, and that only formal mathematicalhypotheses2 are adequate
1 Hutten expressesthis by saying that the model provides unformalised'semantic
rules' for the theory. See his article 'On Semanticsand Physics', Proc.Aris. Soc.,
1948-9, 49, 15.
2 Such as the transformationgroup theory in quantum physics. See the preface
to Dirac's QuantumTheory,2nd. edn., Oxford, 1935, p. vi.

o
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to expressthe physical theory. The question then arises,what takes
the place in these physical theories of the pointers towards further
progresswhich are provided by an easilypicturedmechanicalmodel ?
I shall suggest that what takes their place is provided by the natureof
the mathematical formalism itself-any particularpiece of mathematics has its own ways of suggesting modification and generalisation; it is not an isolated collection of equationshaving no relation
to anything else, but is a recognisablepart of the whole structureof
abstractmathematics,and this is true whether the symbols employed
have any concretephysicalinterpretationor not. Examplesof the way
thisworks in the extensionof hypotheseswill be given in what follows.
It remains to decide the linguistic point, as to whether such
abstractmathematicalhypothesesare to be called 'models'. It does
not seem profitable to try to draw any sharp line between those
hypotheseswhich are expressedas mechanicalor electricalor hydrodynamical (wave theories, etc.) models, and those which are purely
mathematical. There are many hybrids, like the Bohr model of the
atom in which electronsare conceived to jump discontinuouslyfrom
one orbit to another, a feat which no mechanical particle can be
imagined to perform; and again the conception of curvature of
three-dimensionalspace, which cannot be imagined apart from the
mathematicalformulation,although the imaginationcan be aided by
thinking of a two dimensionalsurfacecurved in a third dimension.
Current physical usage seems to sanction the use of'model' for all
such cases whether physically imaginable or not. For instance, the
various cosmological or world-models1 are sometimes physically
imaginable distributions of matter, but the more recent models
involve some element, such as Einstein's 'finite but unbounded'
space, which cannot be physically imagined, but only expressed
mathematically.
However, the main justificationfor the use of the word 'model'
in the wide senseis the fact, which we are attemptingto establishhere,
that theoriesofa purely mathematicalkind may functionin essentially
the same way as physically imaginable models, in being capable of
suggesting further lines of development in the explanation of the
experimentalfacts. It is sometimes possible to label models unequivocally as 'mechanical',' electrical', ' mathematical', and so on, but
more usually a model will be a mixture of severaltypes. In this use
1As describedfor instancein Whitrow's,TheStructure
London,
of the Universe,
I950.
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the word ' model' becomes co-extensivewith the word ' hypothesis',
but is more suggestive, since it calls attentionto the heuristicproperties of the early mechanicalmodels, and assertsthat these properties
must be found in any hypothesiswhich is scientificallyuseful.
II. The second point to be illustratedbelow by examples from
nineteenth-centuryphysics is the relation between models and the
natural phenomena which they are used to explain. I shall suggest
that mostphysicistsdo not regardmodelsas literaldescriptions
of nature,
butas standingin a relationof analogyto nature. The word 'analogy',
however, needs some discussion,as it is used in a variety of senses.
In the literatureof physics two importantmeaningsof' analogy'
may be distinguished.
(a) It may be said that there is an anology between two branches
of physicsin virtue of the fact that the same mathematicalformalism
appearsin the theory of both. An example is the analogy between
the theory of heat and that of electrostatics,which, as Kelvin first
showed,1 can be describedby the same equationsif one reads 'temperature' for 'potential', 'source of heat' for 'positive electric
charge', and so on. In other words, the mathematicalstructureof
the two theories is the same, and consequently one theory may be
used as a modelfor the other, as the theory of heat, which was already
worked out, was used by Kelvin as a model for the field theory of
electrostatics,which he was developing for the first time.
(b) 'Analogy' may refer also to a model such as the billiardball
model of gas molecules. In this case the term expressesthe relation
between billiard balls and gas molecules, and the model itself (the
billiard balls), being one of the relata, is an 'analogue' of the gas
molecules. When we say in this way that there is an analogy
between a model and certain phenomena of nature, we are in some
sense asserting an identity of mathematical structure between the
model and nature, as in sense (a) we are assertingsuch an identity
between two theories. But here the meaning of the assertion is
obscure unless we can show how to determine the 'mathematical
structure of nature'. All that the physicist can certainlydetermine
about nature are experimentalresults, usually expressedby measurements, and therefore the assertionof an analogy must mean at least
that there are resemblancesbetween these results and the model.
The resemblancesare in fact correspondencesbetween the observed
1

andMagnetism,London, 1884, P. I
Paperson Electrostatics
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measurementsand certain numbers deduced from the model; for
example, if the appropriate calculations based on the theory of
mechanicsare made about the energy of colliding billiard balls, we
can obtain a numericalvalue which is the same as that shown on the
scale of a thermometerplaced in a vessel containing a gas. Several
such numerical correspondencesobtained under various conditions
are sufficientin physics for the assertionof an analogy between the
model and the experimental facts, the analogy consisting of the
correspondencebetween numerical consequencesof the model, and
numerical experimental results. It follows that there may be any
numberof models of the same set of facts, all yielding similarnumbers
which agree with experiment.
These two senses of ' analogy', to be found in the literature of
physics, lead us to adopt the following definition:
An analogy in physics is a relation, either between two hypotheses,or between a hypothesisand certainexperimentalresults,in
which certainaspectsof both relatacan be describedby the same
mathematicalformalism.
Such a definitionis not too far removed from that use of'analogy'
in modern logic in which it means a relation between entities having
some characteristicsin common.' Thus Mill speaks of an analogy
between the moon and the earth, the moon being 'a solid, opaque,
nearly spherical substance; . . . receiving heat and light from the

sun, in about the same quantity as our earth; revolving on its axis;
composed of materials which gravitate, . . .' (op. cit., p. 90).

It is

convenient for purposes of the logic of physics to limit this use of
'analogy' as similarity in general, to similarity of mathematical
structure.

To say that a model is in general an analogue and not a literal
descriptionof naturemay in certaincasesmean no more than that the
model is an idealisation of nature. In classical mechanics, the
entities discussed,such as smooth planes, perfectly rigid spheres,and
the like, are not literal descriptionsof anything to be found in nature,
but are simplificationsof naturalobjects arrived at by neglecting all
but a few properties of the objects-properties which are selected
because they are amenable to mathematicaltreatment. There is an
analogy between a dynamicallyrigid sphere and a cricket ball in the
1

e.g. Mill, A Systemof Logic,Ioth edn., London, I879, vol. 2, pp. 87 ff.;
onProbability,
London,I921I,p. 222
Keynes,A Treatise
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sense that the same mathematicalformalism describesthe behaviour
of both more or less accurately. But the approximationinvolved in
applying mathematics to nature is not the main point which it is
desired to emphasisein calling a model an analogue of nature. The
main point becomes significant only when the model is used in
theories such as atomic physics where the entities discussed,protons,
neutrons, etc., are, unlike cricket balls, observableonly in virtue of
their remote effects: it is as if the properties of cricket balls were
known to us, not by seeing and handling them, but only by hearing
a sharpimpact as a batsmanhits out and observingshatteredwindows.
To speak of atomicparticlesat all is to employ a model based on
dynamics and electrostatics, and such a model is not simply an
idealisation of something which is observed but is too complicated
to deal with as it exists in nature; but is a hypothesisadoptedbecause
deductions from it, sometimes very remote deductions, do yield
numbers comparable to the experimental measurements. All that
can then be said with certaintyis that there is a similarity of mathematical structurebetween the model and the experiments,in other
words, there is a relation of analogy in the sense which has been
defined above.
The difference between analogy and literal description can be
illustratedby another familiar model in physics : that of two gravitating masses,attractingeach other along the line joining them by a
force inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them. This fulfils the necessaryconditionsfor a model, in that there
is a well-worked-out mathematicaltheory, the theory of potential,
which provides rules of manipulationfor the concepts. Now when
we attemptto use the gravitationalmodel in a theory about a different
range of physical phenomena, say the interactionof the fundamental
particles,there are two types of question that can be asked about the
relation between the model and the natural phenomena which it
describes:
(i) Does matter reallyconsist of systems of particlesacting on one
another accordingto the inverse squarelaw ?
(ii) Is the behaviour of the fundamental particles more analogous
to a system of gravitatingparticlesthan to anything else with which
we are well acquainted? This, if the relation of analogy is taken
to mean similarity of mathematicalstructurein the sense explained
above, means in effect, asking whether the gravitational theory
203
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provides the most suitable mathematical language system within
which to correlatethe behaviourof the fundamentalparticles.
The distinction between the two types of question can be illustrated by the work of some of the physicistsof the last century, and
it is instructiveto inquire which of the two questionsthey believed
themselves to be answering. Nineteenth-century physics is commonly designated 'mechanist', by which is usually meant that a
question of the type (i) above is to be answeredin terms of, to use
Larmor'sphrase, 'the pressuresand thrusts of the engineer, and the
stressesand strainsin the material structuresby which he transmits
them from one place to another',1 as if matterreallyconsistedof tiny
Meccano model cogs, gyrostats and spiral springs. Now in fact,
judging by the incidental remarks about method which are to be
found in the writings of the nineteenth-century mathematical
physicists (and they are fairly free with their logical comments upon
what they are doing), they were often quite clear about the significance of the mechanicalmodels which they constructedto embody
their equations. They knew, in other words, that the question to be
asked was question (ii) ; their so-called 'mechanistic' outlook arose,
not from a false metaphysics,but from the fact that they were not yet
familiar with mathematicallanguages other than those of classical
mechanics and hydrodynamics, and that they therefore tended to
expresstheir hypothesesalways in terms of those languages.
Physics
Hypothesisin Nineteenth-century
It would be easy to compile a list of quotationsapparentlyshowing
that, far from having a naive faith in the reality of models, many of
the great nineteenth-centurytheorists held a positivist theory of
sciencelong before Mach laid down his classic statementof scientific
positivism in the 1900oos.2Fourier, for example, is at pains to point
out in the Theorieanalytiquede la chaleurthat his equation of the
conduction of heat, and all the mathematicalresultshe derives from
it, are quite independent of any theory of the physical manner in
which heat is communicated from one part of a body to another.
All that is necessaryis to lay down the principlethat the rate of flow
of heat between two surfaces of the body is proportional to their
2

1 British
Association

p. 618
London,1900oo,
Report,
Comte wrote in the I85Os,but he was not himselfa scientist,and although
he was undoubtedlyreadby manyscientistsit is not clearthathe had muchdirect
influenceon theirphilosophyof science.
204
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difference of temperature; both rate of heat flow and temperature
difference being quantitiesthat can be measured at the surface of a
body. The only furtherassumptioninvolved is that the flow and the
temperature are continuous within the body where measurements
cannot be made, in other words, that heat is analogous to a continuously flowing liquid. But it is not necessaryto enquire further into
its nature; nothing would be added to the mathematicaldescription
of the observationsby doing so: 'In whatever manner we please
to imagine the nature of this element [heat], whether we regard it
as a distinct material thing which passes from one part of space to
another, or whether we make heat consist simply in the transferof
motion, we shall always arrive at the same equations.'1
Again, the developmentof the theory of elasticsolids was confused
by the molecular hypotheses of the earlierwriters. Poisson, assuming definite laws of action between the molecules of a substance,
arrived at equations for the stress-strainrelationshipwhich implied
that the modulus of compression of a solid is always a constant
multiple of its rigidity. This holds only for so-called ideal solids
where the molecules are displaced regularly with respect to each
other under strain. Stokes, on the other hand, always cautiouswith
regard to untestablehypotheses, developed a more adequatetheory
of elasticity2 by consideringsolids to be continuous on the average
if the equationsare confined to volumes containing many molecules,
and by then treatingthe subjectas an extension of the theory of continuous viscous fluids. As in Fourier'stheory of heat, the observed
phenomena can be explained without entering into further details
about exactly how stressis communicatedfrom molecule to molecule.
All this seems very similar to modern operationalism,but it will be
noticed that in each of the cases quoted above some assumption,

namely, of continuity of heat-flow or of stresswithin material subfrom obstances, is involved, and the assumption is not a deduction
servations-it is properly a hypothesisor model.
3 Theoriesof the LuminiferousAether

The necessityfor hypothesesbecomeseven clearerwhen we consider
more ambitious theories such as those concerning the transmission
of light.

It was universally believed that light was transmitted

1Fourier,TheAnalyticalTheoryofHeat,Cambridge,1878,p. 464
2

andPhysical
Stokes,Mathematical
Papers,I, Cambridge,1845,p. 75
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through space as a wave-motion in a material substancecalled the
aether, but this unobservable concept did not cramp the theory
as much as we sometimes imagine. The great problem was to see
how a substance,having at least some of the properties of matter
as we know it, could transmit a wave-motion having the observed
properties of light. In the first instance, efforts were directed
towards constructing a mathematical
formalism which would lead to
the correct laws of refraction, reflection, polarisation, and the rest,
without necessarilydescribing a correspondingphysical mechanism.
Green,in a paper of 1838,1 introduceshis theory as follows :
. . . we are so perfectly ignorant of the mode of action of the elements

of the luminiferousether on each other, that it would seem a safer
method to take some generalphysicalprincipleas the basisof our
reasoning,ratherthanassumecertainmodesof action,which,afterall,
may be widely differentfrom the mechanismemployedby nature;
more especially if this principle .

. .

lead to a much more simple

processof calculation.
The principlein question, from which Green proceedsto deduce the
equationof motion of the medium and to derive the laws of reflection
and refraction, is the principle of stationary action, which in
Lagrange'sanalyticaltreatmentof Newton's mechanicsis the starting
point from which the laws of mechanicsmay be deduced. In other
words, although Greenmakesno attemptto describethe precisemechanical action of the aether, he assumes that its action is mechanical
in the sense of Newton's theory, and starts from the most general
equationconsistentwith that assumption. His model is not a physically picturablemodel of colliding billiard balls or vibrating springs,
it is the mathematicalformalism of Lagrange'sanalyticalmechanics.
The Irish mathematician MacCullagh indulges in even more
obvious wresting of the mathematics in order to make it fit the
phenomena, irrespectiveof whether the resulting hypothesis has any
physical meaning or not. He is quite explicit about his method; in
a paper on 'A dynamicaltheory of crystallinereflectionand refraction' 2 he statesthat his aim is to deduce the laws of propagationand
reflectionof light in crystalsfrom common principlesby the methods
of analytical dynamics. He makes one or two limited assumptions
about the aether,namely, that its density is constanteverywhere, that
1 Green, Mathematical
Papers,Paris, 190o3,p. 245
2

MacCullagh,Trans.Roy.IrishAcad.,1848,21, 17
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it can be regardedon the average as continuous, and that the mutual
action of its particles is negligible at distances comparable with a
wave-length of light. He then writes down the most general
mechanicalequationof such a medium in its variationalform, derived
from the principle of stationaryaction:
t2
Zt3

su +S-

)

2

+

2

d =
sw dxdyd

Vdxdydz.

Here the left-hand side refers to the kinetic energy of the displaced
particles of the medium, and V is their potential energy depending
on their mutual actions and reactions. Now no physical assumption
has been made about these actions, and MacCullagh proceedsto find
a function V such that the equation will representwhat is known
observationallyof the propagation of light waves in crystals. The
function turns out to be one having no simple interpretationin terms
of the actions of aether particles,but 'having arrived at the value of
V, we may now take it for the starting point of our theory, and
dismissthe assumptionsby which we were conducted to it '. Of the
validity of this procedureMacCullagh says:
In thistheory,everythingdependson the formof the functionV ...
But the reasoningwhichhasbeenusedto accountfor the form of the
functionis indirect,andcannotbe regardedassufficientin a mechanical
point of view. It is, however,the only kind of reasoningwhich we
are able to employ, as the constitutionof the luminiferousmedium
is entirelyunknown.'
This reasoning uses the formalism of analytical mechanics as a
model, generalisingthe function V, which was originally the potential energy calculated from a mechanical model, to be any function
admissablein the variationalequation. The form of V derived was
not in this case merely a convenient mathematicalsummary of the
phenomenawhich MacCullagh set out to explain, for he later found
that it led to the correct equationsfor a new set of phenomena,those
of total reflection. Thus the mathematicalformalismfunctions in all
respects like a model which can be thought about and generalised
independentlyof the datait is being used to explain. Such reasoning
from mathematicalmodels is common at this period, especially in
MacCullagh'swork. Another example is the attempt to formulate
a theory for the rotation of the plane of polarisationof light when it

1ibid., p. 50
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passes (a) through a crystal, and (b) through a transparent magnetised
body. The equations of rectilinear light propagation in a vacuum
are the well-known wave equations :

2Z

32Y
2Y
- c2
) g2
3t2

)

32

-

32Z
x2

)72'

where Y, Z, stand for the components along the y- and z-axes respectively of a periodically varying quantity which is associated with
the light and which need not be further defined at the moment.
MacCullagh showed 1 that the phenomena observed when light passes
through a crystal can be deduced from a modification of the above
equations:
2
3Z 3 2Z
2Z b23Y
32Y
YY
-

c2

3t2 -- C2
x3
tx2
Following the same procedure, Airy 2 showed that the behaviour of
light passed through a magnetised body can be deduced from
t2

3x2

32Y - c2 2Y

3t2

Zx2

-3-

bbZ

2t

,

32Z
32Z c2
3t2
Zx2

bbY
,
Zt

or any similar pair of equations in which the last term is an odd
differential with respect to t, and an even differential with respect
to x, the exact form depending on the amount of rotation of the
plane of polarisation of the light, which can be determined by experiment. Airy remarks :
I offer these equations with the same intention with which Prof.
MacCullagh's equations were offered; not as giving a mechanical
explanation of the phaenomena, but as showing that the phaenomena
may be explained by equations, which equations appear to be such
as might possibly be deduced from some plausible mechanical
assumption, although no such assumption has yet been made.3
4 Maxwell and Kelvin
Both MacCullagh and Airy seem to regard this mathematical
theorising as inadequate: for them it is only the first step towards
a truly mechanical theory. At that stage in the theory of light the
1MacCullagh, Trans.Roy. IrishAcad., 1837, 17, 461
2

Airy,Phil.Mag.,I846,28, 469

3 ibid.,

p. 477
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mere multiplication of equations was certainly inadequate,because,
although they could be generalisedto a limited extent to cover closely
related types of observation, there was nothing like a complete
mathematicaltheory resting on a few simple axioms from which all
light phenomenacould be derived. At this time, however, physicists
could not conceive of such a general theory unless it were embodied
in a mechanicalmodel, and effortswere directedtowardsconstructing
ever more complicatedmechanicalsystemswhich would correspond
to the equations arrived at by mathematical reasoning from the
observations. But it is fairly clear that these mechanical models
were intended only as a guide to thought, they were known to be
analogies and not literal representationsof the structure of nature.
Thus Maxwell's famous vortex theory in which matter (or aetherMaxwell himself was in doubt) consistedof a distributionof vortices
along lines of magnetic force, connected by perfect rolling friction
with 'idle wheels' whose linear motion constitutedelectric current,
was not regarded by him as 'a mode of connexion existing in
nature':
The attempt .

. .

to imagine a working model of this mechanism

must be taken for no more than it really is, a demonstrationthat
mechanismmay be imagined capableof producinga connexion
mechanicallyequivalentto the actualconnexionof the partsof the
electromagneticfield. The problemof determiningthe mechanism
requiredto establisha givenspeciesof connexionbetweenthe motions
of the parts of a system always admits of an infinite number of
solutions.'
Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) was an inveterate model-maker,
whose suggestions were sometimes over-ingenious, and sometimes
considerableaids to progress. For instance,he compared the aether
to a homogeneous air-less foam, having negative compressibility
(that is, increaseof pressureleading to increase of volume), but this
1Maxwell, Treatiseon Electricityand Magnetism,
2, Oxford, I88I, p. 427.
Maxwellhad an exceptionallyclearidea of the functionof hypothesisand model
Linesof Force'
in physicaltheories. The firstfew pagesof his paper'On Faraday's
(Scientific
Papers,I, p. I55) areworth studyingfrom this point of view, but the
relevantpassagesare too long for quotationhere. H. Poincar6showedin detail
thatif functionsT (the
et Optique(Paris,1890o)
in the introductionto his Electricite'
kineticenergy) and V (the potentialenergy)can be derivedfrom the observed
co-ordinates
of a system,suchthatthey satisfythe principlesof the conservationof
energyand of leastaction,then thereis alwaysan infinitenumberof mechanisms
whichwould reproducethe phenomenaas observed.
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model was superfluous,for in the case of the propagation of light
through pure aether (' empty' space) Maxwell's mathematicaltheory
provided all the model required, although Kelvin to the end of his
life never reconciled himself to purely mathematical theories in
physics. Again, he constructed a model of the type of aether
at which MacCullagh had arrived by the mathematical reasoning
described above. This aether has the property that the potential
energy V depends only on the rotation of the volume elements and
not on their compressionand distortion. It is difficultto imagine any
physical model having such a property, but here is Kelvin's model as
describedby Whittaker :
Suppose . . . that a structureis formed of spheres,each sphere being

in the centreof a tetrahedronformedby its four nearestneighbours.
Leteachspherebejoined to thesefourneighboursby rigidbars,which
havesphericalcapsat theirendsso asto slidefreelyon the spheres.
Now attachto each bar a pair of gyroscopically-mounted
flywheels,
rotatingwith equaland oppositeangularvelocities,and having their
axesin the line of the bar; . . the structureas a whole will possess
thatkindof quasi-elasticity
whichwas firstimaginedby MacCullagh.1
Of course, neitherKelvin nor anyone else believed that such contraptions pervaded all space from the interior of molecules to the
furtheststars. Kelvin's own attitudetowards the significanceof these
models is shown by his discussionof molecularmodels in his Baltimore
Lectures.2 Here he constructedmodels to illustratethe interactionof
aether and matter, and they were more than amusing exercisesin the
interpretation of equations-they were in fact valuable steppingstones to the electron theory of matter which was developed at the
end of the century, and so to the atomic models still used in modern
quantum physics. It is interesting to see how, towards the end of
the century, electricalmodels graduallytook the place of mechanical
ones even in Kelvin's work, a process discernible in the Baltimore
Lecturesbetween the time they were delivered in 1884 and finally
published in amended form in I904. The main object of these
lectures was to discuss various theories of anomalous dispersion of
light, involving models of the luminiferousaether. Dispersionis the
change in velocity of light, different for different wave-lengths,
x Whittaker,Historyof the Theoriesof AetherandElectricity,
Edinburgh,I95I,
p. I45. This historydoes not itself attemptto analysemethodology,but is an
invaluablesource-bookfor the logicianof nineteenth-century
physics.
2W. Thomson,Baltimore
Lectures,
Cambridge,1904
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which takesplace when light is passedthrough certainmaterialmedia,
and it is most reasonablyexplainedas the result of naturalfrequencies
of vibration of the molecules of the matter itself interactingwith the
vibrating aether particles, or whatever constitutes the light wave.
Kelvin accordingly proposes (in 1884) what he calls a 'crude
mechanical model' of molecules, consisting of concentric vibrating
spheresof different densitiesconnected by springs to each other and
to the rigid lining of an ideal sphericalcavity in the aether. He shows
that such a model will account for the dispersionphenomena, and
remarksthat it could be put 'not in a rude mechanicalmodel form,
but in a form which would commend itself to our judgement as
presentingthe actual mode of action of the particlesof gross matter
whatever they may be upon the luminiferous ether '.1 At the end
of the publishedform of the lectures in 1904, this dynamical model
is replacedby the hypothesisof electricalattractionof an atom on its
'electrion' (charged particle) when the latter is displacedfrom the
centre of the atom, and of an attractionbetween the electrion and
the surrounding aether proportional to their relative acceleration.
Kelvin remarks:
It is interestingto see that every one of the formulas. . . areapplicable to both the old and the new subjects: and to know that the
solutionof the problemin termsof periodsis the same in the two
cases,notwithstandingthe vast differencebetween the artificialand
unrealdetailsof the mechanismthoughtof and illustratedby models
in 1884,and the probablyrealdetailsof ether,electricityandponderablematter,suggestedin I9oo-19o3.2
5 Summary
The conclusions to be drawn from this discussionof the significance of models in nineteenth-centuryphysics may be summarisedas
follows :
(a) The types of models used are very varied--there are purely
mechanicalstructurescontaininga whole workshop full of balls, rods
springs, and flywheels; there are continuous elastic solids; there are
vortices and so on drawn from the theory of hydrodynamics; and
there is the mathematicalformalism of dynamics itself functioning a
as model.
1 W. Thomson,Baltimore
Lectures,
Cambridge,1904,p. I3
2
ibid.,p. 467
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(b) In many casesthe real progresswas made in terms of a mathematical model: the mechanical model was then added only as an
afterthoughtin the mistaken belief that it endowed the mathematics
with a respectability it would not otherwise possess.
(c) On the whole, and especially by Maxwell, models were
understoodto be analoguesand not literal descriptionsof nature.
6 Characteristics
of Models

We are now in a position to attempt a definitionof' model' as it
is used in physics. The examples given above make it clear that such
a definition must be general enough to include mathematicalformalisms as well as mechanicalor other physically imaginablemodels.
Models have two sorts of characteristicswhich may be called respectively formal rulesand pointers,and a descriptionof these will serve
as a partialdefinition.
Formalrules. The model has a necessaryinternalstructurewhich
may consist simply of the axioms and rules of inference of a mathematical formalism, as in the case of mathematicalmodels, or which
may have in addition a number of axioms suggestedby the empirical
laws of some physicalprocess,as in the case of mechanicalor electrical
models. For example, if a simple pendulum is introduced into a
mechanical model, this is equivalent to adding to the model the
axiom' the law of motion of this part of the model is 3 + n2x = 0'.
The law is empiricalif it refersto an actual,physical,pendulum, but
the model in this case is an idealisationof the physical process, in
which the empiricallaws of the processare regarded,for the purposes
of this particularmodel, as axioms of a deductive system. This is
why a great deal of modern mathematicalphysics has the appearance
of a purely deductive system, for much of it is concerned with
working out the formal consequencesof a model whose mathematical
and physicalcharacteristicsare for the time being assumedas axioms.
Pointers. A model is not simply a system of formal rules, for it
carrieswith it suggestions for its own extension and generalisation.
If any formal system is looked at as one possible set of axioms and
rules of inference,selected out of an infinite number of possible, and
internally consistent, sets, then there will be certain other systems
which can be reached from the first system by making simple
generalisationsand additions in the axioms of the first system. In
the case of a mathematicalmodel, whose formal rules may have no
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immediate physical interpretation, these generalisations and modifications will be suggested by the mathematics itself, just as the function
V in MacCullagh's equations started as a physical potential and was
generalised to mean any function mathematically admissable in the
equations. In the case of a mechanical model the formal rules have
been derived from the empirical behaviour of some mechanical
process, and additions to these rules will be suggested by taking
account of certain features of the empirical process which were
previously neglected. For example, the elastic sphere model of gas
molecules is derived from the rigid billiard ball model by taking
account of the fact that actual bodies are not perfectly rigid, and
adding the appropriate equations of elasticity to the formal rules of
billiard ball motion.
The pointers are contained in a haze of mathematical and physical
associations surrounding the model, some of which will be misleading
and some of which will be useful for further progress. The obvious
pointers to follow in any given case seem to be those which suggest
new formal rules which are easily worked out in terms similar to
those of the original set. For instance, it would not be helpful to
extend the billiard ball model of molecules by taking account of the
fact that actual billiard balls have some colour, because colour is not
one of the concepts which occur in the theory of colliding bodies;
in fact, the laws of motion of black billiard balls are the same as those
of balls which have the same size, shape and mass, but which happen
to be red. Elasticity on the other hand, is a concept which does occur
in the theory of collisions and is therefore a suitable candidate for a
more general theory of gas molecules. But it is not always easy to
see without further experiment which characteristics of a model can
be exploited in a more general theory and which are irrelevant and
misleading. For example, it was not possible to see before the
Michelson-Morley experiment that the properties of the medium in
which the waves moved were irrelevant to the wave model of electromagnetic phenomena. Speculation upon the nature of this medium
would, and did, seem a natural way of attempting to extend the wave
model until further experiment showed the phenomena to be consistent with some formal aspects of the wave theory, but not with
the assumption of a medium having the properties of any known
material substance. There is bound to be a certain haziness about
the pointers of a model; they may suggest any one of an indefinite
number of modifications of the formal rules of a model, and the
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processof picking out relevantand useful ones is preciselythe process
of scientificresearch,for which no rules can be given.
Not only has each model an indefinite number of pointers, but
since there is an indefinite number of ways of adding to the mathematical structurewhich forms the basis of the analogy, there is also
an indefinite number of differentmodels of any given physical situation, each having the same set of formal rules, but having difterent
pointers,some of which may contradictthe others. The particle and
wave models of light have sets of formal rules which are analogous
to each other and to certain elementary propertiesof light, but the
particle model points to further properties, for example, atomicity
and rectilinearpropagation, which, without further elaboration of
both models such as has occurredin the quantum theory, contradict
properties such as interferenceand diffraction,which are suggested
by the wave model. In practice the simplest and most familiar
model will be the one that is tried first, but what is still left entirely
mysteriousby this account of the use of models in physics,is the fact
that simple and familiar models are so successfulso often. Short of
some metaphysicalpostulateof the unity of naturethere is no a priori
reasonwhy light should behave in the least like particlesor waves, or
why the fundamental particles (even the name indicates how far
analogy permeates our thinking) should behave like gravitating
planets or electrified pith-balls, or indeed in any way that can be
describedby existing mathematicaltheories. We ought to be prepared for, ratherthan surprisedat, the inadequacyof familiar models
in much of modern physics.
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